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of racial justice but also to current work in ethics and social and political philosophy that bears on those debates. How ought we to discern and measure the socioeconomic advancement of African Americans? ^A^^at are the causes of dysfunctional beha\nor (what Du Bois calls "degradation") in black communities? What are the most appropriate mechanisms for combating racial disadvantage? Du Bois stresses and addresses these three questions in "Development," but so too does Elizabeth Anderson in her widely praised book. by widely endorsed criteria of modem, ci\'ilized development, it is because exploitative, immoral economic practices have historically ra\'aged and effectively "underdeveloped" them-not because they embody a biologically based racial inferiority.-Regarding the latter. Du Bois very well knows that developmental thinking was intricately entangled with scientific racism through much of the nineteenth century. Still, he wishes to saK'age the idea of development, to dissociate it from doctrines asserting that blacks are inherendy inferior to whites, and so to preserve it as a point of reference for evaluadng African American progress in meedng the normadve demands of modem society and culture. WTiile sensidve to the history of racialized developmental thinking that Ladelle McWhorter recounts in her Racism and Sexual Oppression in Anglo-Ameiica (2009), his considered commitment to the idea of development has striking affinities to the "recon- Project (2011) ." It should be noted that transatlantic slavery, the centerpiece of Du Bois's story of moral degradation, is a major theme in Appiah and Kitcher's books-indeed, both writers regard the abolition of the slave trade and slavery as one of the most useful case studies in positive moral change. The pressing moral question that Du Bois goes on to raise, however, is what responsibility a nation like the United States has to redress the major gap in standards and styles of living produced by the experience of slavery and how ought that redress be provided.
Another topic that Appiah and Kitcher discuss is sexual morality (Appiah in his discussion of honor killings, Kitcher in his disciission of ethical progress regarding the treatment of homosexuality). Sexual morality emerges as a central theme in "Development," and in a way that will both surprise many and appear to be painfully out of step with the present. Could Du Bois honestly believe that an assault on traditional sexual morality was at the heart of the lasting wrong of slavery? What are we to make of the claim that "the patriarchal clan-life of the AfHcans, with its polygamy protected by custom, tradition and legal penalty, was infinitely superior to the shameless promiscuity of the West Indian plantations, the unhallowed concubinage of Virginia, or the prostitution of Louisiana" (537-38/ 304-5)? It would seem clear that our first complaint should be about Du Bois's failure here to emphasize that patriarchy is wrong (and not merely "barbarous" in the Eurocentric but not-so-insulting sense that Du Bois applies the term; 537/304). In making this necessary point, however, would we be evading the question of whether Du Bois's comparative judgment is correct? Debate about the eflfects of slavery on black sexual norms is not new, but few contemporary philosophers have tackled the subject.
A final issue we would like to raise concerns the relationship between the argument of "Development" and Chike Jeffers's discussion of "The Conservation of Races" in his contribution to this issue of Ethics. It is not implausible to read "Development" as making the following claims: (1) the slave tirade and the institution of slavery destroyed African Americans' ties to their African origins; (2) as bad as it was for African Americans to have suffered this break with their origins, they have no reason to expend energy trying to mend it; and (3) the proper goal of the educated black elite is to help the masses of black Americans assimilate to the norms of modem, Euro-American civilization. Notice, however, that if tliis reading is correct, then it would seem to have issued from a Du Bois very different than the one Jeffers describes, according to whom assimilation is precisely what black Americans should resist. Pressing the tension between "Conservation" and "Development" even further, we also note that the former essay argues, contrary to (1), that African Americans enjoy a genuine connection to their "African fatherland" and, contraiy to (2), that they should regard themselves as connected to their fatlierland not only by heritage but by an ongoing mission to take their "just place" as the leaders of "PanNegroism."Î t would be a mistake, we think, to regard the tension between the arguments animating these essa)^ as a conti'adiction to which Du Bois was oblivious. Quite to the contrary, there is a case to be made that, even before publishing "Development," Du Bois had already devoted much of his most famous work. The Souls of Black Eolk {1903), to showing that the contradiction is merely apparent-specifically, by characterizing fit and legitimate black political leaders as aspiring both to uplift the backward black masses (to assimilate them to modem norms) and to heed the collective ethos of an African American folk culture whose sorrow songs stem from black African origins.*" In his book In the Shadmu of Du Bois (2009) , in fact, Robert Gooding-Williams makes this case, arguing that Du Bois envisions black political leaders as agents of uplift who should attempt through their actions to express the collective, spiritual identity of the black folk.' WTiether Souls succeeds in resolving the tension beuveen Du Bois's assimilationist and and-assimilationist tendencies, we leave as an open question.
